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Objectives

Common Core ELA Standards

1. To aim our focus on increasing vocabulary
and comprehension.
2. To review and practice evidence-based
vocabulary strategies and identify details
reference in the Common Core.
3. To discuss the impact of research-based
vocabulary instruction on comprehension.

www.corestandards.org
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Components of Reading
by Grade

CCSS Reading Levels:

Fluency, Vocabulary & Comprehension

Written Expression
Comprehension
Skills/Strategies
Passage Fluency
Vocabulary
Advanced Phonics/
Decoding

Basic Phonics
Phonemic
Awareness
CCSS - ELA, Appendix A, p. 8
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Grade

K

1

2
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3

4

5

6-12

Louisa
Moats
6

1

Essential
Components of Reading
Component

Elementary

Phonemic
Awareness

P

Phonics/Decoding

P

Fluency

P

Vocabulary
Comprehension
Motivation and
Engagement

Data-Driven Decisions

Secondary

§ 900+ meta-analyses

*
Explicit instruction for SOME

§ 50,000 research articles

*
Advanced decoding for SOME

§ 150,000 effect sizes

*

§ 240 million students

Fluency instruction for SOME to
promote comprehension

P
P
P

P
P
P

Effective Instruction for Adolescent Struggling Readers, 2008
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Analyzing Effects
§ An effect size of 0.2 or less is low
§ An effect size of 0.4 is medium
§ An effect size of 0.6 or more is high

Teacher
Effects

When analyzing effects, we can say that an
effect size of over 0.4 is likely to be have a
visible, positive effect.

Developmental
Effects

A one standard deviation increase is typically
associated with advancing children’s
achievement by two - three years or
improving the rate of learning by 50%.
9
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The Situation

Reverse Effects

Vocabulary Programs: d = 0.67
Hattie, J. (2012)
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Causes of Dysfluent Reading
Failure to automatize subskills:

About 50% of students learn to read
relatively easily once exposed to
formal instruction, in any classroom, with
any instructional emphasis.

1. Phonetic knowledge in sounding out novel
or new words
2. Use of context to facilitate or confirm
accurate word recognition

The other 50% find learning to read a
formidable challenge. It is one of the
most difficult tasks that they will have to
master throughout their lives.

3. Knowledge of vocabulary and access to
word meanings in memory
4. “Sight” recognition of words as wholes,
after one or two exposures

G. Reid Lyon, 2001
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Zone of
Desired Effects

11
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5. Processing speed for known words
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Moats, 2004
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Vocabulary Focus:
The Steps

Vocabulary

The importance of students acquiring a rich and varied
vocabulary cannot be overstated. Vocabulary has been
empirically connected to reading comprehension since at
least 1925 (Whipple, 1925) and had its importance to
comprehension confirmed in recent years (National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 2000).
It is widely accepted among researchers that the difference
in students’ vocabulary levels is a key factor in disparities
in academic achievement (Baumann & Kameenui, 1991;
Becker, 1977; Stanovich, 1986) but that vocabulary
instruction has been neither frequent nor systematic in
most schools (Biemiller, 2001; Durkin, 1978; Lesaux,
Kieffer, Faller, & Kelley, 2010;Scott & Nagy, 1997).
13
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Vocabulary Focus:
The Steps

CCSS – ELA, Appendix A, p. 33
14
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The Vocabulary Gap
Vocabulary is an area in which students from
high poverty/under resourced homes
commonly lag behind their peers.

1. Make it a priority: Create a schoolwide focus.
2. Make it intentional: Have a framework for
selecting and teaching.

Vocabulary is also an area in which ELLs
commonly lag behind their peers.

3. Make it transparent: The teacher models.
4. Make it useable: Incorporate peer talk.
5. Make it personal: Students actively use it.
6. Make it your own: Keep learning.

National Literacy Panel, 2005

Fisher & Frey (2008)
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Impact of Early Environments on
Developmental Competence

16
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Effects of Speaking in Home to
Vocabulary Development

Begin
kindergarten
2 years
behind

By age 2 years, 2 months
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Ramey and Ramey 2004
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Ramey and Ramey 2004
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The Vocabulary Gap

The Vocabulary Gap

•Meaningful

Cumulative Vocabulary by Age 4:
§ Children from professional families

Words
heard
per
hour

1100 words

§ Children from working class families

700 words

§ Children from welfare families

500 words

Differences in Cumulative Experiences

These differences persisted into kindergarten
and beyond into third grade, the last year in
which the children were tested in this study.

Words
heard in
a 100hour
week

Words
heard in
a 5,200
hour year

Welfare

620

62,000

3 million

10 million

Working Class

1,250

125,000

6 million

20 million

Professional

2,150

215,000

11 million

30 million
Hart & Risley, 1995

Hart & Risley, 1995, 2003
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Vocabulary:
True or False

Words
heard
over
three
years
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Vocabulary:
True or False

§ Initially, children readily learn words from oral
conversation because such conversations are
context rich in ways that aid in vocabulary
acquisition.

§ Day-to-day conversations have little impact
on vocabulary acquisition. Direct vocabulary
instruction of individual words is the best way
to increase vocabulary of young children.

§ All children learn words at the same rate and
by age five vocabulary acquisition is
consistently even.

§ In discussions, a small set of words
(accompanied by gesture and intonation) is
used with great frequency to talk about a
narrow range of situations children are
exposed to on a day-to-day basis.
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Vocabulary:
True or False
As children reach school age, new words are
introduced less frequently in conversation,
and consequently vocabulary acquisition
eventually stagnates by grade 4 or 5 unless
students acquire additional words from written
context.
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Vocabulary Learning
Task is Huge
First: Can the reader decode the word?
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Vocabulary Learning
Task is Huge

Vocabulary Learning
Task is Huge

Second: Can the reader use the word within
context and the realm of possible meanings?
hold by
clasping
with fingers
or arms

What does it mean to know a word?
decode

a hold or a
grip

understand the
meaning

grasp
multiple meanings

hold;
possession
or mastery

to hold
mentally; to
understand

use the word figuratively
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Vocabulary Learning
Task is Huge

Exposure!

§ The average 3rd grader knows about 15,000
words.
§ The average 6th grader knows about 25,000
words.
§ The average high school graduate knows
about 50,000 words.
§ This means that average students learn 3,000
to 4,000 words a year.
§ This translates to 10 words a day, 7 days a
week, 52 weeks a year – with no time off for
weekends, summers, or good behavior. Graves, 2006
©CDL	
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Non-Examples
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§ Aural – When I hear it, I understand it.

Exposure may be casual (as in
conversations) and/or formal (as in
classroom texts and academic exercises).
Exposure should be rich, purposeful and
often.
Graves, 2005
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A morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning
in a word.
§ May be as short as the letter “s” as in
“cats”
§ Are often roots, prefixes and suffixes
§ May or may not be a syllable

Characteristics

word
vary

§ Oral – I own it and use it.

Build Vocabulary Through
Morphemes

Frayer Model
Definition

Students need 8 to 12 exposures to a new
vocabulary word in order to “own” it.

Examples

29
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Why Teach Morphemes?

Why Teach Morphemes?

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.1.4b
Use frequently occurring affixes as a clue to
the meaning of a word.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.1.4c
Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g.,
look) and their inflectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).

§ Third-graders who were given training on
the 9 most common prefixes and a strategy
for decomposing words into roots and
suffixes outperformed a control group on
several measures of word meanings.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.3.4b
Determine the meaning of the new word
formed when a known affix is added to a known word (e.g., agreeable/
disagreeable, comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless, heat/preheat).
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.3.4c
Use a known root word as a clue to the
meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g., company, companion).

§ They concluded that teaching the 20 most
common prefixes to middle school students
would pay dividends in increased
vocabulary learning.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.6.4b
Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or
Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., audience,
auditory, audible).

White, Sowell and
Yanagihara, 1989
31
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CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.9.4b Identify and correctly use patterns of word
changes that indicate different meanings or parts of speech (e.g., analyze,
32
analysis, analytical; advocate, advocacy).

The Powerful Prefix!
Interior
Exterior
Posterior
Anterior
Ulterior
Deteriorate
Susan Ebbers

34
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Common Number Prefixes

What do these numbers mean?
25

33

80
105

132

39

79
76

83

43
401

216
77

47

126
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1

Greek
mono-

uni-

2

di-

bi-, du-, duo-

3

tri-, tris-

tri-

4

tetra-

quadri-

10

deca-, deka-

deci-

half

hemi-

semi-

many

poly-

multi-

71

98

313

from Greek and Latin

782
33
35
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Latin

36
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Academic, Abstract and Challenging

Derivational Suffixes

Noun-Making
Derivational Suffixes

Derivational suffixes change the part of speech.

“one who” noun makers

§ Words with –ive are often adjectives.
(creative, aggressive, sensitive)

§ Words with –ly are often adverbs.
(happily, slowly, cautiously)

§ Words with –ion (-sion, -tion) are often nouns.
(station, distraction, consideration)

-ist

-or

-ian

-er

-eer

scientist

governor

pediatrician

teacher

engineer

dentist

mayor

musician

welder

auctioneer

pharmacist

senator

politician

player

pioneer

§ Words ending in –ity are often nouns.
(simplicity, purity, inferiority)

§ Words ending with –ment are often nouns.
(inducement, enrollment, impediment)
©CDL	
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Inside-Outside/
Outside-Inside Tactic
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Multi Flow

1. When you encounter a word that you do
not know, first look outside (context) to
see what hints you might find about what
the word might mean.
2. Next, look inside the word for morphemes
or word parts that you may know.
3. You may also divide the word into
syllables to help with pronunciation.

©CDL	
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Exit Ticket
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Circle

7

Frequent, Varied and Extensive
Language Experiences

Brace

1. Immerse students in a word-rich
environment
§

Word walls

2. Provide rich and varied experiences in
listening, discussion, and reading
§ Use academic/$1000/College words
§ Read aloud to students, emphasizing new
vocabulary words
Graves, 2010
©CDL	
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About Word Walls…

Read and Review

Word walls are appropriate and useful PreK
through grade 12!
§ Word walls are best when they are a group
effort – allow students to make suggestions
for content.
§ Word walls should be organic – they should
be updated/changed often.
§ Word walls should be referred to so students
come to understand and see their relevance.
§

©CDL	
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Teach Words on the
Academic Word List

1. Skim the article, “Teach the Academic Word
List.”
2. Highlight words in the list that seem relevant
to your subject and that may appear in your
text.
3. Decide which words you will highlight and
informally define and teach to your students.

©CDL	
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60 Most Common
Academic Words

§ List of words that appear with high frequency in
English-language academic texts
§ Compiled by Averil Coxhead at the Victoria
University of Wellington, New Zealand
§ Contains 570 word families; divided into 10
sublists, each containing 60 word families,
except sublist 10, which contains 30
§ To find these words, an analysis was done of
academic journals, textbooks, course
workbooks, lab manuals, and course notes. The
list was compiled following an analysis of over
3,500,000 words of text.
Averil Coxhead, 2000
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Analysis, approach, area, assessment, assume,
authority, available, benefit, concept, consistent,
constitutional, context, contract, create, data,
definition, derived, distribution, economic,
environment, established, estimate, evidence,
export, factor, financial, formula, function,
identified, income, indicate, individual,
interpretation, involved, issue, labor, legal,
legislation, major, method, occur, percent, period,
policy, principle, procedure, process, required,
research, response, role, section, sector,
significant, similar, source, specific, structure,
Averil Coxhead, 2000
theory, variable
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Word Tiers

3: Domain-specific

Word Tiers*

Tier 3

Non-fiction/
Expository Text

aorta
carburetor

Tier 2

relative itemize
formulate calibrate
specificity accumulate

2: General Academic

2: High Frequency

Tier 1

1: Everyday speech
complete

3: Low Frequency

1: Most Familiar

describe

challenge

Beck, McKeown, and Kucan (2002, 2008)
CCSS – ELA, Appendix A, p. 33
49
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2: High Frequency
1: Most Familiar

Tier 1
silky

happy

33 of the ELA CCSS

baby
Bringing Words To Life
Beck, McKeown, Kucan (2002)
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Expand Vocabulary
with Synonyms

Charlotte’s Web**

idiosyncrasy
sedentary
gullible

zoom

insist
drowsy

Tier 1

*Word tiers are referenced in Appendix A, p.

Which Words?
Word Tiers*
Tier 3
3: Low Frequency provender
Tier 2

Tier 2

morsel
reluctant

clock

A Pocket
for Corduroy

Tier 3

Expand students’ vocabulary by modeling
how to build from smaller to larger words,
such as replacing great (“I had a great time”)
with fantastic, magnificent, incredible,
extraordinary or with distinguished, eminent,
illustrious (“He was a great leader”).
Ask students to upgrade their word choices.
What is an upgraded word that you could use
for hot? see? mad? very? walk? think?

budge

*Word tiers are referenced in Appendix A of the ELA CCSS
**Listed as CCSS Grades 2 – 3 read aloud exemplar, Appendix B)

52
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Use Academic
($1,000/College) Words

Use College/$1,000 Words
Commonly
Known Word

$1,000
Words

1. Tell your student the meaning of words when
first used.
“We don’t want to procrastinate today on
reading our story. Procrastinate means to put
off doing something.”

big

large, gigantic, immense,
enormous, vast, extensive,
spacious

very

extremely, incredibly, vastly,
exceedingly, especially

OR…

small

slight, minor, petite, trivial,
insignificant, trifling

talkative

chatty, loquacious, verbose,
garrulous

2. Pair the meaning of the word by using parallel
language.
“What is your bias… your prejudice?”

©CDL	
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The Benefit of Visuals!

Reading Aloud

Juxtapose:
place close together
for contrasting effect

Reading aloud with young
children is the single most
important activity for building
the knowledge and
vocabulary they will
eventually require for learning
to read and reading to learn.

62

Listening and Reading
Comprehension, by Age

Read Aloud PreK - 12!
Reading aloud to students is an important
activity for building the knowledge and
vocabulary.
This holds true for all grades –
PreK-12.

1 2

3

Hmmm…
How often in kindergarten?
How often in 11th grade?

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
CCSS – ELA,
Appendix A, p. 26
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Give Quick, Brief Definitions
When Reading Aloud

Dickinson and Neuman, 2006

I Do

To avoid disrupting the flow of text and
taxing working memory, give the briefest of
definitions when an unknown word is
encountered. The idea is not to break the
pattern of thought.

He accidentally tipped over the open-lidded box,
and suddenly he was covered with soft, slippery
soap flakes.

If you are the reader, briefly turn your head
away from the text when giving the synonymtype definition. This body language sends a
message to your listeners that what you are
saying is not part of the text but an
explanation.
©CDL	
  2013	
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Gradually Corduroy began to slip and slide…
Oh, what fun!” he said with a smile. “I’ve always
wanted to ski down a steep mountainside.

Excerpt from A Pocket for Corduroy
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We Do

You Try It
The Great Gatsby
In my younger and more vulnerable years my
father gave me some advice that I've been
turning over in my mind ever since.

Avery came into the room. Avery was ten. He was heavily armed
-- an air rifle in one hand, a wooden dagger in the other.
"What's that?" he demanded. "What's Fern got?"
"She's got a guest for breakfast," said Mrs. Arable. "Wash your
hands and face, Avery."
"Let's see it!" said Avery, setting his gun down. "You call that
miserable thing a pig? That's a fine specimen of a pig -- it's no
bigger than a white rat."
"Wash up and eat your breakfast, Avery!" said his mother. "The
school bus will be along in half an hour."
"Can I have a pig, too, Pop?" asked Avery.
"No, I only distribute pigs to early risers," said Mr. Arable. "Fern
was up at daylight, trying to rid the world of injustice. As a result,
she now has a pig.
Extracted 4-12-13 http://school.familyeducation.com/reading/

“Whenever you feel like criticizing anyone,” he
told me, “just remember that all the people in
this world haven't had the advantages that
you've had.”
He didn't say any more, but we've always been
unusually communicative in a reserved way,
and I understood that he meant a great deal
Effective Instruction for
more than that.
Adolescent Struggling Readers, 2008

fiction34343.html
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Tell About Something…

Say the word aloud if…
§

If the food I say is a very small
piece of food, say “Morsel”. If
it isn’t a morsel, don’t say
anything.

§
§
§
§
§

One Cheerio
A whole pie
A raisin
A turkey dinner
A cake crumb

§
§

Tell about something you would
be reluctant to do.
Tell me about a time when you
might feel drowsy.
Tell me about a time when you
might insist on something.
(A Pocket for Corduroy,
appropriate for ages 3 – 8.)

Bringing Words to Life, p. 61
69
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Have you ever…?

Bringing Words to Life, p. 51
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Student-friendly Definitions
Student-friendly vs. dictionary definitions

Tell me about a time when you might
cuddle with someone, congratulate
someone, urge someone.
Tell me about a time when you may feel
joy, feel fantastic, feel helpful.

Collins COBUILD Learner’s Dictionary
www.collinslanguage.com
www.learnersdictionary.com

Bringing Words to Life,
p. 45
71
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Useful Vocabulary Websites

8. Multiple Strategy Use*

www.vocabulary.com
Vocabulary lists with definitions for novels, math,
science, geography, history, social studies,
language arts, art

Multiple Strategy Use includes:
1. Active listening
2. Mental imagery

www.academicvocabularyexercises.com
Practice exercises for each set of academic words

3. Mnemonics
4. Building (and connecting to) prior knowledge

www.wordmagicsoft.com
Free bilingual and bidirectional English-Spanish
dictionary

5. Vocabulary-comprehension connection
6. Integrating strategies into/across the
73
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National Reading
Panel Report, 2000

curriculum
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May you have the hindsight to know where
you’ve been, the foresight to know where you
are going, and the insight to know when you
have gone too far. (Irish blessing)

Susan Ebbers
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Common Core State Standards for english language arts & literacy in history/social studies, science, and technical subjects

Speaking and Listening
The Special Role of Speaking and Listening in K–5 Literacy
If literacy levels are to improve, the aims of the English language arts classroom, especially in the earliest grades, must
include oral language in a purposeful, systematic way, in part because it helps students master the printed word. Besides having intrinsic value as modes of communication, listening and speaking are necessary prerequisites of reading
and writing (Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams, 2006; Hulit, Howard, & Fahey, 2010; Pence & Justice, 2007; Stuart, Wright,
Grigor, & Howey, 2002). The interrelationship between oral and written language is illustrated in the table below, using
the distinction linguists make between receptive language (language that is heard, processed, and understood by an
individual) and expressive language (language that is generated and produced by an individual).
Figure 14: Receptive and Expressive Oral and Written Language
Receptive Language

Expressive Language

Oral
Language

Listening

Speaking

Written
Language

Reading
(decoding + comprehension)

Writing
(handwriting, spelling,
written composition)

Oral language development precedes and is the foundation for written language development; in other words, oral
language is primary and written language builds on it. Children’s oral language competence is strongly predictive of
their facility in learning to read and write: listening and speaking vocabulary and even mastery of syntax set boundaries as to what children can read and understand no matter how well they can decode (Catts, Adolf, & Weismer, 2006;
Hart & Risley, 1995; Hoover & Gough, 1990: Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998).
For children in preschool and the early grades, receptive and expressive abilities do not develop simultaneously or at
the same pace: receptive language generally precedes expressive language. Children need to be able to understand
words before they can produce and use them.
Oral language is particularly important for the youngest students. Hart and Risley (1995), who studied young children
in the context of their early family life and then at school, found that the total number of words children had heard
as preschoolers predicted how many words they understood and how fast they could learn new words in kindergarten. Preschoolers who had heard more words had larger vocabularies once in kindergarten. Furthermore, when the
students were in grade 3, their early language competence from the preschool years still accurately predicted their
language and reading comprehension. The preschoolers who had heard more words, and subsequently had learned
more words orally, were better readers. In short, early language advantage persists and manifests itself in higher levels of literacy. A meta-analysis by Sticht and James (1984) indicates that the importance of oral language extends well
beyond the earliest grades. As illustrated in the graphic below, Sticht and James found evidence strongly suggesting
that children’s listening comprehension outpaces reading comprehension until the middle school years (grades 6–8).
Figure 15: Listening and Reading Comprehension, by Age
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The research strongly suggests that the English language arts classroom should explicitly address the link between
oral and written language, exploiting the influence of oral language on a child’s later ability to read by allocating instructional time to building children’s listening skills, as called for in the Standards. The early grades should not focus
on decoding alone, nor should the later grades pay attention only to building reading comprehension. Time should be
devoted to reading fiction and content-rich selections aloud to young children, just as it is to providing those same
children with the skills they will need to decode and encode.
This focus on oral language is of greatest importance for the children most at risk—children for whom English is a
second language and children who have not been exposed at home to the kind of language found in written texts
(Dickinson & Smith, 1994). Ensuring that all children in the United States have access to an excellent education requires that issues of oral language come to the fore in elementary classrooms.

Read-Alouds and the Reading-Speaking-Listening Link
Generally, teachers will encourage children in the upper elementary grades to read texts independently and reflect
on them in writing. However, children in the early grades—particularly kindergarten through grade 3—benefit from
participating in rich, structured conversations with an adult in response to written texts that are read aloud, orally
comparing and contrasting as well as analyzing and synthesizing (Bus, Van Ijzendoorn, & Pellegrini, 1995; Feitelstein,
Goldstein, Iraqui, & Share, 1993; Feitelstein, Kita, & Goldstein, 1986; Whitehurst et al., 1988). The Standards acknowledge the importance of this aural dimension of early learning by including a robust set of K–3 Speaking and Listening
standards and by offering in Appendix B an extensive number of read-aloud text exemplars appropriate for K–1 and
for grades 2–3.
Because, as indicated above, children’s listening comprehension likely outpaces reading comprehension until the
middle school years, it is particularly important that students in the earliest grades build knowledge through being
read to as well as through reading, with the balance gradually shifting to reading independently. By reading a story
or nonfiction selection aloud, teachers allow children to experience written language without the burden of decoding, granting them access to content that they may not be able to read and understand by themselves. Children are
then free to focus their mental energy on the words and ideas presented in the text, and they will eventually be better
prepared to tackle rich written content on their own. Whereas most titles selected for kindergarten and grade 1 will
need to be read aloud exclusively, some titles selected for grades 2–5 may be appropriate for read-alouds as well as
for reading independently. Reading aloud to students in the upper grades should not, however, be used as a substitute
for independent reading by students; read-alouds at this level should supplement and enrich what students are able to
read by themselves.
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Vocabulary
Acquiring Vocabulary
Words are not just words. They are the nexus—the interface—between communication and thought.
When we read, it is through words that we build, refine, and modify our knowledge. What makes
vocabulary valuable and important is not the words themselves so much as the understandings
they afford.
Marilyn Jager Adams (2009, p. 180)
The importance of students acquiring a rich and varied vocabulary cannot be overstated. Vocabulary has been empirically connected to reading comprehension since at least 1925 (Whipple, 1925) and had its importance to comprehension confirmed in recent years (National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 2000). It is widely accepted among researchers that the difference in students’ vocabulary levels is a key factor in disparities in academic
achievement (Baumann & Kameenui, 1991; Becker, 1977; Stanovich, 1986) but that vocabulary instruction has been
neither frequent nor systematic in most schools (Biemiller, 2001; Durkin, 1978; Lesaux, Kieffer, Faller, & Kelley, 2010;
Scott & Nagy, 1997).
Research suggests that if students are going to grasp and retain words and comprehend text, they need incremental, repeated exposure in a variety of contexts to the words they are trying to learn. When students make multiple
connections between a new word and their own experiences, they develop a nuanced and flexible understanding of
the word they are learning. In this way, students learn not only what a word means but also how to use that word in a
variety of contexts, and they can apply appropriate senses of the word’s meaning in order to understand the word in
different contexts (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, McNamara, Dennis, & Kintsch, 2007; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 1985).
Initially, children readily learn words from oral conversation because such conversations are context rich in ways that
aid in vocabulary acquisition: in discussions, a small set of words (accompanied by gesture and intonation) is used
with great frequency to talk about a narrow range of situations children are exposed to on a day-to-day basis. Yet as
children reach school age, new words are introduced less frequently in conversation, and consequently vocabulary
acquisition eventually stagnates by grade 4 or 5 unless students acquire additional words from written context (Hayes
& Ahrens, 1988).
Written language contains literally thousands of words more than are typically used in conversational language. Yet
writing lacks the interactivity and nonverbal context that make acquiring vocabulary through oral conversation relatively easy, which means that purposeful and ongoing concentration on vocabulary is needed (Hayes & Ahrens, 1988).
In fact, at most between 5 and 15 percent of new words encountered upon first reading are retained, and the weaker a
student’s vocabulary is the smaller the gain (Daneman & Green, 1986; Hayes & Ahrens, 1988; Herman, Anderson, Pearson, & Nagy, 1987; Sternberg & Powell, 1983). Yet research shows that if students are truly to understand what they
read, they must grasp upward of 95 percent of the words (Betts, 1946; Carver, 1994; Hu & Nation, 2000; Laufer, 1988).
The challenge in reaching what we might call “lexical dexterity” is that, in any given instance, it is not the entire spectrum of a word’s history, meanings, usages, and features that matters but only those aspects that are relevant at that
moment. Therefore, for a reader to grasp the meaning of a word, two things must happen: first, the reader’s internal
representation of the word must be sufficiently complete and well articulated to allow the intended meaning to be
known to him or her; second, the reader must understand the context well enough to select the intended meaning
from the realm of the word’s possible meanings (which in turn depends on understanding the surrounding words of
the text).
Key to students’ vocabulary development is building rich and flexible word knowledge. Students need plentiful opportunities to use and respond to the words they learn through playful informal talk, discussion, reading or being read
to, and responding to what is read. Students benefit from instruction about the connections and patterns in language.
Developing in students an analytical attitude toward the logic and sentence structure of their texts, alongside an
awareness of word parts, word origins, and word relationships, provides students with a sense of how language works
such that syntax, morphology, and etymology can become useful cues in building meaning as students encounter
new words and concepts (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2008). Although direct study of language is essential to student
progress, most word learning occurs indirectly and unconsciously through normal reading, writing, listening, and
speaking (Miller, 1999; Nagy, Anderson, & Herman, 1987).
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As students are exposed to and interact with language throughout their school careers, they are able to acquire understandings of word meanings, build awareness of the workings of language, and apply their knowledge to comprehend and produce language.
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Three Tiers of Words
Isabel L. Beck, Margaret G. McKeown, and Linda Kucan (2002, 2008) have outlined a useful model for conceptualizing categories of words readers encounter in texts and for understanding the instructional and learning challenges
that words in each category present. They describe three levels, or tiers, of words in terms of the words’ commonality
(more to less frequently occurring) and applicability (broader to narrower).
While the term tier may connote a hierarchy, a ranking of words from least to most important, the reality is that all
three tiers of words are vital to comprehension and vocabulary development, although learning tier two and three
words typically requires more deliberate effort (at least for students whose first language is English) than does learning tier one words.
•

Tier One words are the words of everyday speech usually learned in the early grades, albeit not at the same
rate by all children. They are not considered a challenge to the average native speaker, though English language
learners of any age will have to attend carefully to them. While Tier One words are important, they are not the
focus of this discussion.

•

Tier Two words (what the Standards refer to as general academic words) are far more likely to appear in written
texts than in speech. They appear in all sorts of texts: informational texts (words such as relative, vary, formulate,
specificity, and accumulate), technical texts (calibrate, itemize, periphery), and literary texts (misfortune,
dignified, faltered, unabashedly). Tier Two words often represent subtle or precise ways to say relatively simple
things—saunter instead of walk, for example. Because Tier Two words are found across many types of texts, they
are highly generalizable.

•

Tier Three words (what the Standards refer to as domain-specific words) are specific to a domain or field of
study (lava, carburetor, legislature, circumference, aorta) and key to understanding a new concept within a
text. Because of their specificity and close ties to content knowledge, Tier Three words are far more common
in informational texts than in literature. Recognized as new and “hard” words for most readers (particularly
student readers), they are often explicitly defined by the author of a text, repeatedly used, and otherwise heavily
scaffolded (e.g., made a part of a glossary).

Tier Two Words and Access to Complex Texts
Because Tier Three words are obviously unfamiliar to most students, contain the ideas necessary to a new topic, and
are recognized as both important and specific to the subject area in which they are instructing students, teachers often define Tier Three words prior to students encountering them in a text and then reinforce their acquisition throughout a lesson. Unfortunately, this is not typically the case with Tier Two words, which by definition are not unique to a
particular discipline and as a result are not the clear responsibility of a particular content area teacher. What is more,
many Tier Two words are far less well defined by contextual clues in the texts in which they appear and are far less
likely to be defined explicitly within a text than are Tier Three words. Yet Tier Two words are frequently encountered
in complex written texts and are particularly powerful because of their wide applicability to many sorts of reading.
Teachers thus need to be alert to the presence of Tier Two words and determine which ones need careful attention.

Tier Three Words and Content Learning
This normal process of word acquisition occurs up to four times faster for Tier Three words when students have
become familiar with the domain of the discourse and encounter the word in different contexts (Landauer & Dumais,
1997). Hence, vocabulary development for these words occurs most effectively through a coherent course of study
in which subject matters are integrated and coordinated across the curriculum and domains become familiar to the
student over several days or weeks.

Examples of Tier Two and Tier Three Words in Context
The following annotated samples call attention to Tier Two and Tier Three words in particular texts and, by singling
them out, foreground the importance of these words to the meaning of the texts in which they appear. Both samples
appear without annotations in Appendix B.
Example 1: Volcanoes (Grades 4–5 Text Complexity Band
Excerpt
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In early times, no one knew how volcanoes formed or why they spouted red-hot molten rock. In
modern times, scientists began to study volcanoes. They still don’t know all the answers, but they
know much about how a volcano works.

Building Vocabulary Through Morphemes:
Using Word Parts to Unlock Meaning
By Alice Thomas

Direct instruction of the most common morphemes (prefixes, suffixes, and roots)
can greatly enhance and build the vocabulary and reading comprehension of all
students, especially struggling readers. Once students become familiar with the
most common morphemes, they can then use their knowledge of word parts to
help determine meaning when they encounter unknown words.
Morphemes, the smallest units of a word that have meaning, are commonly
divided into prefixes, suffixes, and roots. The word misspelled, for example, is
comprised of three morphemes: the prefix mis–, the root or base word spell, and
the suffix –ed.
Because some students may not realize that they can use their knowledge about
how to divide words into parts to gain word meanings, it is important to provide
direct instruction to ensure that students develop their ability to analyze the
structure of multisyllabic words. In particular, struggling readers, under expossed
students, and students with learning disabilities may be lacking in word analysis
skills.
We have evidence that teaching morphemes to students increases vocabulary
and reading comprehension. In one study, third graders who were given training
on the nine most common prefixes and a strategy for decomposing words into
roots and suffixes out performed a control group on several measures of word
meanings (White, Sowell and Yanagihara, 1989). Researchers concluded that
teaching at least the top nine prefixes, if not all 20, to students would pay
dividends in increased vocabulary learning.
It is never too early to introduce students to meaningful word parts. For example,
teachers of pre-kindergarten students can readily point out the meaning of the
prefix pre–, meaning “before” to their students, as in pre-kindergarten, and
preview. Further, pre-kindergarten students can easily grasp the meaning of un–,
meaning “not”, as in untied (“My shoe came untied”), uncover, unlock and
unsafe.
Students in lower elementary school can be taught to add prefixes and suffixes to
short Anglo-Saxon base words and discuss the meaning. Teachers can start the
thought process of combining by having students identify and then form
compound words (e.g., football, cupcake) and then move students to affixing
prefixes and suffixes to base words, such as “view”: preview, review, viewed,
viewing, and viewer.
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Students in upper elementary school and the secondary grades will benefit as
they learn the meanings of additional affixes and common Latin and Greek roots.
For example, knowing that spect comes from Latin and means “to see, to watch”
will help students to understand the meaning of inspect, inspector, spectator,
introspective and spectacles. Knowing the Greek root graph, meaning “to write”
or “to draw” opens the reader to multiple words such as autograph, photograph,
telegraph, lithograph, biography, and graphite. Knowing that “bio” means “life” will
help them to unlock the meaning of biology, biography, autobiography, bionic,
antibiotic, and biometrics.
A user-friendly resource for teaching word parts is Vocabulary Through
Morphemes by Susan Ebbers.
The PDF link below contains a compilation of common prefixes, roots and
suffixes. The compilation is by no means exhaustive; it should be used only as a
place to start.
_____________________________
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again; back
not; into
not, away, apart, negative
cause to
not
in, into, not
too much
wrongly
under
before
between, among
before
opposite of, not
across; move between
above
half
against
middle
too little; not enough

2. re-

3.in-, im-, ir-, i

4. dis-

5. en-, em-

6. non-

7. in-, im-

8. over-

9. mis-

10. sub-

11. pre-

12. inter-

13 fore-

14. de-, dis-

15. trans-

16. super-

17. semi-

18. anti-

19. mid-

20. under-

underfed, underdog, underestimate, underage

midterm, Midwest, midstream, midway, midnight

antifreeze, antithesis, antitrust, antidote, antisocial

semicircle, semiprecious, semicolon, semifinal

supersonic, superstar, supernatural, superstore

transatlantic, transcend, transfer, transact, transport

depose, detour, dehydrated, decaffeinated, discord, discomfort, disengage

foreshadow, foresight, foreseeable, forecast, foreground

interstate, international, intermission, intermingle, interface

preview, pretest, prevent, preplan

submarine, subtext, substandard, subsitute, subversive

misjudge, misinterpret, misguided, mismatch, misplace

overload, overdo, overact, overboard, overdose

invade, implant, imperfect, immoral, inedible, incapable

nonsense, nonverbal, nonstick, nonspecific

enjoy, endure, enlighten, entail

disagree, discord, discomfort, discontent, distrust

incorrect, insert, inexpensive, illegal, irregular, inability

rewrite, reread, return

uncover, unlock, unsafe

Examples

Ranked by Carroll et al (1971) and applied to third grade research by White, Sowell and Yanagihara (1989)

not; opposite

Meaning

1. un-

Prefix

The 20 Most Common Prefixes in Academic Texts

Compiled by Alice Thomas

Common Prefixes, Suffixes and Roots
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to, completely
good, well
around, about
together, with
across, through
out, from
same, alike
over, above, excessive
bad, evil
small
many, much
beside, alongside
many, much
after, behind
forward, earlier, prior to
back, backward
distant
heat, warm
across; move between
one, single

be-

bene-

circum-

co-, com-, con-,
col-

dia-

ex-

homo-

hyper-

mal-

micro-

multi-

para-

poly-

post-

pro-

retro-

tele-

therm-

trans-

uni-

universe, unicycle, unicorn

transatlantic, transcend, transfer, transact, transport

thermostat, thermal

telephone, telegraph, television

retroactive, retrogression

project, proceed, progress

postwar, posterior, postdate

polygon, polyester

parparofessional, paralegal

multiply, multigrain, multiple

microscopic, microcosm, microbiology, microwave

malicious, maladjusted, malnuitrition

hyperactive, hypervenilate, hypercritical, hyperthermia

homonym, homogenize, homophone

expel, excavate, exhale

diagonal, diameter, diagnostic

cooperate, copilot, committee, commit, concur, concert, collide, collaborate,
colleague

circumference, circumvent

beneficial, benefit, benediction, benevolent

belittle, befriend, bejeweled

antebellum, antecedent, anterior

Examples
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before

Meaning

ante-

Prefix

Other Common Prefixes
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100

1000

triquadri-, quartquinsextseptem-, septiocta-, octnovemdeci-, decemsemimulticent-, cente-

milli-‐,	
  mille-‐

tri-

tetra-

penta-

hexa-

hepta-

octo-

ennea-

deca-,

hemi-

poly-

hecto-

kilo-, chilia-

kilogram,	
  kilometer,	
  kilobyte,	
  milligram,	
  millisecond,	
  millennium

cent, centennial, centurion, centipede, centenary, cent

hemisphere, semicircle, semicolon, semifinal, semiannual, semester,
semisweet
polygon, polygamy, polyester, polymer, polynomial, multiply,
multifaceted, multilingual, multitude, multivitamin, multiple

decade, decagon, decahedron, decalogue, decimal, decibel

novena

octagon, octogenarian, octopus, octahedron, octant

heptagon, heptameter, heptagon, septuagenarian

hexagon, hexameter, sextuplet, sextet, sextagenarian

pentameter, pentagon, quintet, quintuplet, quintuplicate

tetrameter, quadrilateral, quadriplegic, quadrangle, quadruple, quarter,
quarterly, quartet, quartile

tricycle, triad, triathlon, triangle, tripod, triumvirate, triple

monotone, monopoly, monologue, monogamy, monochrome,
monograph, monomial, monotheism, universe, uniform, unicorn
biology, bicycle, dichotomy, bilingual, binary, bimonthly, binoculars, duo,
duet, duel

Examples
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many

half

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

bi-, du-, duo-

di-

1

Meaning

uni-

Latin

mono-

Greek

Common Number Prefixes
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in the past
in the present
become
become, to make
make or become
to make; to become
how something is
state or quality
state or quality of
place or state of being
one who; what/that/which
doctrine, belief
one who
quality of
condition of
state of being
state of being; quality; act

-ed
past tense

-ing
present tense

-ate
verb

-en
verb

-ify, -fy
verb

-ize, -ise
verb

-ly
adverb

-acy
noun

-ance, -ence
noun

-dom
noun

-er, -or, -ist, -ian, -eer
noun

-ism
noun

-ist
noun

-ity, -ty
noun

-ment
noun

-ness
noun

-ion, -sion, -tion
noun

concession, transition, action, erosion, vision, invitation, conclusion, condemnation

heaviness, happiness, openness, harshness, cleanliness, carelessness

argument, judgment, apartment, contentment, resentment, basement

veracity, honesty, clarity, laxity, sanity, vanity, rigidity, velocity, curiosity, responsibility

chemist, socialist, biologist, publicist, realist, romanticist, pragmatist

communism, socialism, pragmatism, realism, feudalism, racism, Catholicism,
Buddhism, capitalism

trainer, teacher, toaster, mentor, survivor, orator, governor, pianist, specialist, dentist,
librarian, magician, technician, engineer, pioneer

freedom, kingdom, wisdom, fiefdom, boredom, martyrdom

maintenance, eminence, prominence, dominance, coincidence, decadence, cadence

privacy, occupancy, democracy, buoyancy, saliency, literacy, secretly, politely, rapidly

quickly, easily, happily, majestically, nonchalantly, literally, barely, carefully, abruptly

hypnotize, fertilize, civilize, rationalize, criticize, categorize, polarize, modernize,
chastise, italicise, romanticize

terrify, verify, clarify, dignify, rectify, magnify, classify

enlighten, tighten, frighten, brighten, dampen, fasten, heighten, loosen, straighten

complicate, hesitate, eradicate, placate, demonstrate, procrastinate, ruminate

walking, jumping, helping

walked, jumped, helped

hotels, amendments, wishes, prefixes

Examples
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more than one

Meaning

-s, -es
plural

Suffix

Common Suffixes
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result of an action
condition of being
place for, collection of; one
who
art or skill of, condition,
rank, group of
able to be, worthy of,
capable of
notable for, full of
pertaining to, relating to
characterized by, full of,
having
having the quality of
having the nature of,
somewhat like
without
characterized by; act in a
way that

-age
noun

-hood
noun

-ary
noun

-ship
noun

-able, -ible
adjective

-ful
adjective

-ic, -al, -ial, -ical
adjective, noun

-ious, -ous
adjective

-ish
adjective

-ive
adjective

-less
adjective

-y, -ly
adjective

sleazy, pudgy, funny, foggy, risky, milky, sudsy, curly, crazy, shiny, manly, heavenly

endless, fruitless, worthless, powerless, bottomless, relentless, selfless

creative, festive, responsive, positive, negative, inventive

fiendish, childish, selfish, boyish

nutritious, portentous, pretentious, curious, furious, prosperous

energetic, historic, caustic, volcanic, refusal, regional, proposal, fatal, cordial,
territorial, spatial, social, comical, historical, magical, logical, rehearsal

fanciful, beautiful, wonderful, colorful, eventful, fearful, hateful, resentful

comfortable, likable, enjoyable, honorable, predictable, terrible, sensible, incredible,
edible, visible

leadership, citizenship, ownership, companionship, friendship

glossary, library, secretary, dignitary

neighborhood, falsehood, childhood

marriage, pilgrimage

biology, mineralogy, ecology
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study of

o-logy
noun

Common Suffixes (continued)
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hearing
self
star
book
life
time
to kill, a killer
body
to believe
the phone
speak, tell
sleep
earth
to write, to draw
same, alike
water
throw

aud

auto

astro

biblio

bio

chron

cide

corp

cred

demo

dic, dict

dorm

geo

graph

homo

hydro

ject

Latin

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Latin

Latin

Greek

Latin

Latin

Latin

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Latin

Greek

Origin

reject, deject, project, inject, injection, projection

hydroplane, dehydrate, hydroelectric, hydrogen

homonym, homogenize, homophone

autograph, biography, photograph, telegraph, lithograph

geology, geologist, geometry, geography, geographer, geopolitical

dormant, dormitory, dormer, dormouse

dictate, dictation, diction, dictator, verdict, predict, contradict, benediction,
edict

democracy, demography, epidemic, demotic, endemic, pandemic

credit, credentials, credulous, incredible

corpse, corporation, corps, incorporate, corporeal, corpulence

homocide, suicide, genocide

synchronize, chronology, chronic, chronicle, anachronism

biography, biology, autobiography, bionic, biotic, antibiotic, biometrics

Bible, bibliography, bibliophobia, bibliophile, biblioklept

astronomy, astrophysics, astrology, astronaut, astronomer, asterisk

autograph, autobiography, automobile, autocrat, autonomy

audio, audition, audiovisual, auditorium, inaudible

aquarium, aqueduct, aquaculture, aquamarine, aquaplane, aquatic

Examples
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Meaning

aqua

Root

Common Latin and Greek Roots
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study
moon
measure
small
great, large
small, little
send
feeling, suffering
foot
love, friendship
fear, intense dislike
sound
light
carry
mind, mental
to break
see
look at

logos, logy

luna

meter

micro

mega, macro

min

mit, mis

path

ped

philia

phobia

phono

photo

port

psycho

rupt

spect

scope

Greek

Latin

Latin

Greek

Latin

Greek

Greek

Greek

Greek

Latin

Greek

Latin

Latin

Greek

Greek

Greek

Latin

Greek

Latin

microscope, telescope, periscope, kaleidoscope

respect, inspection, inspector, spectator, spectacles, prospect

disrupt, interrupt, rupture, corrupt

psychology, psychic, psychotropic, psychologist

port, transport, transportation, portable, portage, report

phonograph, photosynthesis, telephoto, photometer, photosensitive

phonograph, microphone, symphony, telephone, phonogram, megaphone,
phony, euphony, xylophone

claustrophobia, xenophobic, arachnophobia

philosopher, Philadelphia, philanthropist, philharmonic, Philip

pedestrian, pedal, peddle, peddler, pedicure, pedometer

mission, transmit, transmission, remit, missile, submission, permit, emit,
emissary
pathetic, pathology, apathy, antipathy, sympathy, telepathy, empathy,
sociopath

minimal, minimize, minimum, mini, miniature, minuscule, minute, minority

megaphone, megalith, megatons, megalopolis, macroclimate,
macroevolution

microscopic, microscope, microcosm

meter, thermometer, diameter, geometry, optometry, barometer, centimeter,
symmetry, voltammeter

lunar, lunacy, lunatic, interlunar

geology, astrology, biology, numerology, zoology, technology, psychology,
anthropology, mythology

junction, conjunction, adjunct, juncture
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to join

junct
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sun
build, form
heat, warm
distant
land
to turn
animal

sol

struct

therm

tele

terra

vert, vers

zoo
Greek

Latin

Latin

Greek

Greek

Latin

Latin

Latin

zoology, zoogeography, zootoxin

reverse, versatile, invert, convert, divert

terrarium, extraterrestrial, Mediterranean Sea, subterranean, terrain, terra
firma

telephone, television, telegraph, telephoto, telescope, telepathy, telethon

thermostat, thermal

instruct, instruction, construction, reconstruction, destruct, destruction,
infrastructure, construe, instrument, instrumental

solar, solar system, solstice, solarium, parasol

scribble, manuscript, scripture, prescription
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to write

script
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Teach Students the All-Purpose
Academic Word List
By Alice Thomas

The Academic Word List (AWL) consists of 570 word families that occur reasonably
frequently over a wide range of academic texts. The list was developed and evaluated
by Averil Coxhead for her MA thesis (Coxhead, 2000). The AWL word families were
selected according to range and frequency. For range, the word families had to occur
across disciplines (e.g., the arts, commerce, law and science). For frequency, AWL
word families had to occur over 100 times in the 3,500,000-word Academic Corpus.
Additional information about the AWL word selection can be found at
www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/resources/academicwordlist/principles.aspx.
Almost all of the words in the Academic Word List are headwords of word families (e.g.,
the headword analyze represents several other forms of that word such as analysis,
analyzes, analyzed, analyzing, analyst, analytic, analytical and analytically). Therefore,
students who master the AWL will increase his vocabulary exponentially beyond the
570 headwords.
The 570 words are grouped into 10 sublists that reflect word frequency. Thus, the first
sublist contains words with the highest frequency and the last sublist contains the words
with the lowest. Each sublist contains 60 words except sublist 10, which contains 30
words.
Because of the words were selected by their range and frequency in the English
language Academic Corpus, the AWL is useful for learners across the disciplines. The
AWL does not contain technical words likely to appear only in a specific discipline such
as trapezoid, photosynthesis or preposition.
Adolescent students should benefit from teachers who (1) explicitly teach the word
families on the AWL, (2) regularly use words on the AWL, (3) elaborate on the AWL
word families, and (4) require student usage (verbal and written) of AWL words.
Free practice exercises for each sublist of words may be found at
www.academicvocabularyexercises.com.
AWL Sublists
(http://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/resources/academicwordlist/information.aspx)
Sublist 1
analyze • approach • area • assess • assume • authority • available • benefit • concept •
consist • constitute • context • contract • create • data • define • derive • distribute •
economy • environment • establish • estimate • evident • export • factor • finance •
formula • function • identify • income • indicate • individual • interpret • involve • issue •
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labor • legal • legislate • major • method • occur • percent • period • policy • principle •
proceed • process • require • research • respond • role • section • sector • significant •
similar • source • specific • structure • theory • vary
Sublist 2
achieve • acquire • administrate • affect • appropriate • aspect • assist • category •
chapter • commission • community • complex • compute • conclude • conduct •
consequent • construct • consume • credit • culture • design • distinct • element • equate
• evaluate • feature • final • focus • impact • injure • institute • invest • item • journal •
maintain • normal • obtain • participate • perceive • positive • potential • previous •
primary • purchase • range • region • regulate • relevant • reside • resource • restrict •
secure • seek • select • site • strategy • survey • text • tradition • transfer
Sublist 3
alternative • circumstance • comment • compensate • component • consent •
considerable • constant • constrain • contribute • convene • coordinate • core • corporate
• correspond • criteria • deduce • demonstrate • document • dominate • emphasis •
ensure • exclude • framework • fund • illustrate • immigrate • imply • initial • instance •
interact • justify • layer • link • locate • maximize • minor • negate • outcome • partner •
philosophy • physical • proportion • publish • react • register • rely • remove • scheme •
sequence • sex • shift • specify • sufficient • task • technique • technology • valid •
volume
Sublist 4
access • adequate • annual • apparent • approximate • attitude • attribute • civil • code •
commit • communicate • concentrate • confer • contrast • cycle • debate • despite •
dimension • domestic • emerge • error • ethnic • goal • grant • hence • hypothesis •
implement • implicate • impose • integrate • internal • investigate • job • label •
mechanism • obvious • occupy • option • output • overall • parallel • parameter • phase •
predict • principal • prior • professional • project • promote • regime • resolve • retain •
series • statistic • status • stress • subsequent • sum • summary • undertake
Sublist 5
academy • adjust • alter • amend • aware • capacity • challenge • clause • compound •
conflict • consult • contact • decline • discrete • draft • enable • energy • enforce • entity •
equivalent • evolve • expand • expose • external • facilitate • fundamental • generate •
generation • image • liberal • license • logic • margin • medical • mental • modify •
monitor • network • notion • objective • orient • perspective • precise • prime •
psychology • pursue • ratio • reject • revenue • stable • style • substitute • sustain •
symbol • target • transit • trend • version • welfare • whereas
Sublist 6
abstract • accurate • acknowledge • aggregate • allocate • assign • attach • author •
bond • brief • capable • cite • cooperate • discriminate • display • diverse • domain • edit
• enhance • estate • exceed • expert • explicit • federal • fee • flexible • furthermore •
gender • ignorant • incentive • incidence • incorporate • index • inhibit • initiate • input •
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instruct • intelligence • interval • lecture • migrate • minimum • ministry • motive • neutral
• nevertheless • overseas • precede • presume • rational • recover • reveal • scope •
subsidy • tape • trace • transform • transport • underlie • utilize
Sublist 7
adapt • adult • advocate • aid • channel • chemical • classic • comprehensive • comprise
• confirm • contrary • convert • couple • decade • definite • deny • differentiate • dispose •
dynamic • eliminate • empirical • equip • extract • file • finite • foundation • globe • grade
• guarantee • hierarchy • identical • ideology • infer • innovate • insert • intervene •
isolate • media • mode • paradigm • phenomenon • priority • prohibit • publication • quote
• release • reverse • simulate • sole • somewhat • submit • successor • survive • thesis •
topic • transmit • ultimate • unique • visible • voluntary
Sublist 8
abandon • accompany • accumulate • ambiguous • append • appreciate • arbitrary •
automate • bias • chart • clarify • commodity • complement • conform • contemporary •
contradict • crucial • currency • denote • detect • deviate • displace • drama • eventual •
exhibit • exploit • fluctuate • guideline • highlight • implicit • induce • inevitable •
infrastructure • inspect • intense • manipulate • minimize • nuclear • offset • paragraph •
plus • practitioner • predominant • prospect • radical • random • reinforce • restore •
revise • schedule • tense • terminate • theme • thereby • uniform • vehicle • via • virtual •
visual • widespread
Sublist 9
accommodate • analogy • anticipate • assure • attain • behalf • bulk • cease • coherent •
coincide • commence • compatible • concurrent • confine • controversy • converse •
device • devote • diminish • distort • duration • erode • ethic • format • founded • inherent
• insight • integral • intermediate • manual • mature • mediate • medium • military •
minimal • mutual • norm • overlap • passive • portion • preliminary • protocol • qualitative
• refine • relax • restrain • revolution • rigid • route • scenario • sphere • subordinate •
supplement • suspend • team • temporary • trigger • unify • violate • vision
Sublist 10
adjacent • albeit • assemble • collapse • colleague • compile • conceive • convince •
depress • encounter • enormous • forthcoming • incline • integrity • intrinsic • invoke •
levy • likewise • nonetheless • notwithstanding • odd • ongoing • panel • persist • pose •
reluctance • so-called • straightforward • undergo • whereby
_____________________________
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